
1. Introduction
The Earth's plasmapause was originally defined as a “knee,” that is, “an abrupt decrease in density,” separating 
the dense plasmasphere (>∼100 cm −3) from the low density plasmatrough region (>∼1 cm −3) (Carpenter, 1966). 
It can be as close to Earth as L < 2 during the most intense storms and extend to L > 6 at equatorial latitudes 
during prolonged periods of low geomagnetic activity (e.g., Carpenter & Anderson, 1992; J. Tu et al., 2007). 
Plasmaspheric plasma has been found up to L = 9 at high latitude (33°) on the dawn side (Denton et al., 2004). 
During active times, a steep density gradient clearly defines the plasmapause. During quiet times, the plasma-
pause can have a significant width, with density varying between ∼100 and ∼10 cm −3, and with a gradient that 
does not fulfill the traditional definition. This makes defining a plasmapause density value within these bounds 
somewhat arbitrary (Carpenter & Anderson, 1992; Carpenter & Lemaire, 2004; Goldstein, Sandel, et al., 2003).

Abstract We deduce the electron plasma density from the NASA Van Allen Probes Electric Field and 
Waves and Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science measurements and extract the 
plasmasphere boundaries throughout 2012–2019. We use the gradient method for locating the plasmapause 
at Lpp and the 100 cm −3 density threshold for the plasmasphere outer edge at L100. We show how, where, 
and when both Lpp and L100 coincide when the plasmapause gradient exists. L100 is demonstrated to bound 
the plasmasphere at large L-shell in the dusk. The plasmasphere expands farther out than predicted from the 
Carpenter and Anderson (1992, https://doi.org/10.1029/91JA01548) model. We generate statistics of the 
plasmasphere boundaries binned by L-shell, magnetic local time (MLT), and geomagnetic indices, leading to 
new models for radiation belt codes. The L100 boundary commonly varies by ∼±0.5 L, increasing with activity 
up to ∼±1 L, becomes MLT-dependent for Kp > ∼2, and is preferentially steep on the night side for non-quiet 
times and a wider region in the afternoon sector.

Plain Language Summary The plasmasphere is a region of plasma extending out from the ionized 
upper part of the atmosphere to distances of 2–6 Earth Radii. The plasmasphere plasma is the coldest plasma 
(1/100–1/1,000,000 of the energy of other plasma) in the space around Earth where the particle motions are 
regulated by Earth's magnetic field (the magnetosphere). It is also high density, 100–10,000 times higher than 
elsewhere in the magnetosphere. The outer edge of the plasmasphere, called the plasmapause, typically drops 
from >100 to <10 cm −3 over a relatively short distance. Waves that energize radiation belt particles (chorus) 
are found outside the plasmasphere. Inside the plasmasphere are different waves (hiss) that cause radiation 
belt particles to precipitate into Earth's atmosphere. Therefore, models predicting the radiation belt's behavior 
need to know the plasmapause location. To predict the plasmapause position, we analyze 7 years of Van Allen 
Probes data to find the plasma density in two different ways, using both the 100 cm −3 density and the density 
gradient. We look at how their locations change with the level of geomagnetic storm activity and deduce new 
plasmasphere boundaries models for space weather codes.
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In this letter, we seek the Earth's plasmasphere boundaries in L using two methods; either as a gradient, Lpp, when 
it exists, or as a dense outer edge of the plasmasphere close to the 100 cm −3 density level, L100. Comparing the 
position of Lpp and L100 when both exist allows us to conclude that both boundaries converge toward the plasma-
pause location with some newly quantified accuracy.

For Earth's radiation belt codes, the electron density (appearing in the index of refraction and the plasma 
frequency, see Equations 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, and 10 of Albert, 2005) matters for parameterizing the diffusion coefficient 
rather than the density gradient. But when statistical wave models are used as parameters in the diffusion coeffi-
cients, a common practice (e.g., Glauert et al., 2018; Ripoll, Claudepierre, et al. (2020)) is to specify a location in 
L to delineate between the high-density region where plasmaspheric hiss waves are present and the low-density 
region where chorus waves occur, with each wave causing different local loss and acceleration processes by 
wave-particle interactions (Thorne, 2010).

New hiss wave models are directly defined from the Earth's plasmapause position (Malaspina et al., 2016). Hiss 
power is correlated with density and monotonically increases with increasing density (Malaspina et al., 2018). 
Their Figure 2 shows the hiss power is minimal below ∼50–100 cm −3, a limit defining the density threshold 
we track here. Chorus wave power does not correlate similarly with density, but the majority of the wave power 
occurs in the diluted region (∼1–10 cm −3) (Malaspina et al., 2021). The outer edge of the plasmasphere, inside 
which hiss exists, becomes the relevant spatial marker for radiation belt simulations (Ripoll, Denton, Loridan, 
et al., 2020). An extended plasmasphere can contain significant hiss wave power causing the Earth's outer radi-
ation belt decay (Pierrard, Ripoll, et al., 2021; Ripoll et al., 2016, 2019; Zhao et al., 2019), but does not often 
exhibit a well-defined plasmapause gradient. In these cases, replacing an absent gradient by a reliable alternative 
(here, L100) becomes critical. Here, the density threshold value is specifically chosen for separating hiss and 
chorus in radiation belt codes and may not be optimal for other applications (or planets).

There exist a variety of terrestrial plasmapause models which can be used in radiation belt simulations. W. Tu 
et al. (2009) used the CRRES data driven model of O’Brien and Moldwin (2003). O’Brien and Moldwin (2003) 
also showed the relevance of parametrizing the plasmapause model with various indices such as Kp, AE, and 
Dst, as followed here. Other plasmapause models include Moldwin et al. (2002) and Bandić et al. (2016) based 
on CRRES data, Cho et al. (2015), Liu and Liu (2014), and Liu et al. (2015) based on THEMIS data, Larsen 
et al. (2007) based on IMAGE data, Verbanac et al. (2015) based on CLUSTER data and He et al. (2017) from 
multiple sources. A comparison of these models is provided in Pierrard, Botek, et al. (2021) and Guo et al. (2021). 
The Carpenter and Anderson (1992) plasmapause model (noted CA92) has been largely used for radiation belt 
studies over the last 10 years (e.g., Cervantes, Shprits, Aseev, & Allison, 2020; Cervantes, Shprits, Aseev, Drozdov, 
et al., 2020; Glauert et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2011; Malaspina et al., 2020; Ripoll et al., 2016; Saikin et al., 2021; 
Shprits et al., 2013; Subbotin & Shprits, 2009; W. Tu et al., 2013; Wang & Shprits, 2019). Physics-based models 
also provide plasma density and plasmapause location (e.g., Pierrard, Botek, and Darrouzet (2021)), with some 
models integrating Van Allen Probes measurements (e.g., Botek et al., 2021). Goldstein et al. (2019) generated a 
plasmapause statistical model from the simulations of 60 storms, which this study can help validate. Missing the 
plasmapause location misplaces local acceleration from chorus waves in simulations (Reidy et al., 2021).

In Section  2, we present the plasma density measured by the NASA Van Allen Probes (Mauk et  al.,  2013) 
during the entire mission. We compare the threshold and gradient methods and derive new statistics from them 
(Section 3). Plasmapause models with different parametrizations with respect to magnetic local time (MLT) and 
geomagnetic indices are given in Section 4 and and the Kp-dependent model is compared with both data and the 
CA92 model in Section 5. Conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2. Electron Density and Plasmasphere Boundaries
2.1. The Electron Density Measured by the Van Allen Probes

The Van Allen Probes cold plasma densities can be determined using the spacecraft floating potential (Thaller 
et al., 2015) measured by the Electric Field and Waves (EFW) instrument (Wygant et al., 2013) and based on the 
functional relationship between the ambient plasma density and the spacecraft potential (Escoubet et al., 1997; 
Torkar et al., 2016, 2019). In this method, the densities used to perform the fit are extracted from the Electric 
and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) Waves instrument (Kletzing et al., 2013) 
upper hybrid frequency, fUHR, (Kurth et al., 2015). EFW densities are generated for the whole Van Allen Probe 
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B mission, from 26 December 2012 to 16 July 2019 (referred as EFW data). In addition, fUHR densities derived 
from Van Allen Probes B EMFISIS data from 27 August 2012 to 16 July 2019 (referred as EMFISIS data) are 
also used.

All measured densities are linearly averaged into 0.1 L bins for each half orbit. The binning corresponds to a fine 
L-shell resolution for radiation belt studies (e.g., Li et al., 2014; Ripoll et al., 2017) and averages finer scale density 
structures. There are on average 20 ± 22 data points per 0.1 L (L < 6.6, EFW densities). Figure 1a shows the 
EFW density plotted for the whole Van Allen Probe B mission. The L-shell L refers here to the dipole L. Erosion 
of the plasmasphere is commonly visible down to L ∼ 3 during storms. Plasmaspheric densities of 100 cm −3 can 
extend beyond L of 6 during quiet times (Figure 1b). The transition region between 10 and 100 cm −3 can exceed 
∼1 L. Figures 1c and 1d show the mean plasma density in (L, MLT) polar plots sorted by geomagnetic activity as 
described by the Dst index. The plasmasphere appears azimuthally symmetric for Dst > −5. As Dst decreases to 
Dst < −15, an asymmetry forms in the morning (00–06 MLT) and afternoon sectors (12–18 MLT). The outward 
expansion of the plasma density in the afternoon sector (13–16 MLT) during active times is remarkable, particu-
larly apparent in the 100 cm −3 line for Dst in (−60, −90). The mean density also increases in some of the night/
morning sectors due to detached plasma regions rolling and wrapping around Earth. For very intense events, MLT 
resolution is lacking (cf. number of data points inserted in Figures 1c–1j).

2.2. Method of Determining Plasmasphere Boundaries

2.2.1. The Plasmapause

The plasmapause, Lpp, is determined using the original density gradient method from CA92, defined as a varia-
tion of the density by a factor 5 within half L for each half-orbit. This method is the most common (e.g., Moldwin 
et al. (2002), Malaspina et al. (2016)) and is here applied to 0.1 L binned EFW and EMFISIS densities. For each 
half-orbit, we always retain the first encountered gradient and record the inner L value.

2.2.2. The Dense Outer Edge of the Plasmasphere

The dense outer edge of the plasmasphere, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴100 , is defined by the L value at a density threshold of ∼100 cm −3 
following Carpenter  (1966). For each half orbit, we search for the first minimum of the density below the 
100 cm −3 threshold and in the (30, 100) range using the 0.1 L binned data. This ensures to exclude other maxima 
(>100 cm −3) at higher L-shells. This avoids locating the plasmapause in detached dense regions but can locate 
the inner edge of wide inner cavities (Carpenter et al., 2000; Goldstein, Spasojević, et al., 2003), though the 0.1 L 
binning helps in removing fine scale structures. (Detached plasmas or plumes have to be treated separately from 
the main plasmasphere as they often contain intense hiss waves (e.g., Millan et al., 2021)). Among the 14,907 L100 
values in Figure 1b, 42% falls ideally in the (30–100) range. A problem arises when the density abruptly drops 
from a few hundreds of cm −3 to below 30 cm −3. In that case, we search for any timestamps at which the density 
was undefined between these values (e.g., small gaps in density). Such gaps occur if neither the EFW or EMFISIS 
technique are able to determine density values. If all timestamps have an associated density value (no gaps), we 
retain the location of the closest density that is greater than 100 cm −3 as L100. For instance, if the density drops 
from 300 cm −3 at Li−1 to 20 cm −3 at Li, the algorithm retains L100 = Li−1 with ne100 = 300 cm −3. Otherwise, if some 
(or all) densities at lower L-shells are undefined, the plasmapause is marked as undetermined (16% of all cases). 
The same method is applied to EMFISIS data. Verification of the method is available in Ripoll, Denton, Loridan 
et al. (2020) for March 2013, with further verification against EMFISIS data presented below.

Comparisons of L100 values from both methods/instruments confirm their good agreement (Figures 1k and 1l), 
with the bulk of normalized differences below ±20%. This is in agreement with Jahn et al. (2020), who found 
the ratio of EMFISIS and EFW densities fall within a range 0.5–2, with the majority of these ratios around 1, for 
example, nEFW ∼ nEMFISIS (in the range ∼10 to 3,000 cm −3). The L100 boundary is dynamic, often varying by 0.5 L 
from one half orbit to another. During the Van Allen Probes era, the minimum L100 is generally 2.5 < L100 < 3, 
during the 1 March 2015 storm for example, (e.g., Ozeke et al., 2019; Pierrard & Rosson, 2016). We see long-term 
variations with the plasmasphere expanding progressively from L = 3 to L = 6 during periods of ∼10 days or 
more. Plasmaspheric recovery from L = 3 to L = 5 can be fast for some events, taking about ∼3 days based on 
inspection of the time series data. Computing the boundary from the 50 cm −3 threshold (instead of 100 cm −3) 
shows only minor differences, indicating that the method is not too sensitive to the threshold value, in accordance 
with Malaspina et al. (2016).
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Figure 1. (a) The Electric Field and Waves (EFW) electron plasma density (log10 in cm −3) from Van Allen Probes B during 
the whole mission with (b) 3 level lines extracted. (c–j) The mean density in (L and magnetic local time) and (small insert) 
data point number for 8 bins of Dst with level lines of (solid) 1,000 cm −3, (long dashed) 100 cm −3, (dashed) 10 cm −3. (k, l) 
L100 for Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (blue) and EFW (red).
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Figure 2. Probability of the difference between the threshold (L100) and gradient (Lpp) methods given in (a) L value and (b) density. Distributions of the (c) density, (d) L 
value, and (e) magnetic local time (MLT) (in #) at the 100 cm −3 (L100) and gradient (Lpp) positions (Electric Field and Waves [EFW] data). Undetermined L value plotted 
at L = 0 in panel (d). Distributions of (orange) defined and (blue) undefined L100 values, sorted by (f) Kp index (EFW data). (g) Distributions of L100 (in % of data) 
versus L-shell and Kp*. Distribution of the boundary width (h) on the night side (MLT = 2) and (i) on the day side (MLT = 18) for Kp bins (EFW data).
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3. Statistics of the Plasmasphere Boundaries
3.1. Direct Comparison of Threshold and Gradient Methods

Figure 2a shows a direct comparison between the threshold, L100, and gradient, Lpp, methods for each half-orbit 
when both are defined; 53% of differences (Lpp − L100) are within [−0.1 L, 0.1 L], 69% within [−0.2 L, 0.2 L], 
77% within [−0.3 L, 0.3 L], and 86% within [−0.5 L, 0.5 L]. The density difference (npp − n100) at L100 and Lpp is 
±100 cm −3 for 75% of cases and in (−100, 300) cm −3 for 97% of cases (Figure 2b). A normalized density differ-
ence, 100(Lpp − L100)/Lpp, of (±50%, ±100%, ±200%) represents (37%, 82%, 93%) of cases. Some differences 
are due to the gradient not existing (e.g., quiet times, dayside) or the existence of a boundary width (Section 3.3). 
These results confirm the “knee” is often close to ∼100 cm −3 (Carpenter, 1966), supporting a labeling of the outer 
edge of the plasmasphere at ∼100 cm −3 as the plasmapause (when a gradient exits), and show its computation is 
possible with a threshold method. Reasons for using a threshold method are simplicity, the dense outer edge is 
more often defined (see below), the threshold value delineates plasmaspheric waves from chorus waves, and the 
method is consistent with radiation belt codes not requiring a density gradient.

3.2. Statistics of L100 and Lpp

Figure 2c shows the distribution of the density values npp and n100 corresponding respectively to Lpp and L100 from 
EFW and EMFISIS data. In Figure 2c, we compute npp is lower than (10, 30, 100, 200, 400) cm −3 for (5%, 15%, 
52%, 86%, 94%) of the cases (EFW data). The mean(median) n100 value is ne = 98(89) cm −3. Most (83%) of n100 
values are between 30 and 100 cm −3 (EFW data), 16.7% between 100 and 490 cm −3, and 0.23% above 490 cm −3 
(not plotted). These n100 > 490 cm −3 values correspond to sharp gradients or abrupt erosions occurring inside the 
dense plasmasphere during storms, which are well captured by the threshold method. This explains that n100 can 
be at much higher density than 100 cm −3 (as can Lpp and therefore npp), thus explaining why the threshold method 
can work. We conclude the 100 cm −3 level falls in great majority within the gradient width (when it exists), 
becoming a reliable statistical marker of the plasmapause location.

Figure 2d presents the sample distributions of the boundary locations. The Lpp is defined for only 53% of the 
half orbits (undefined values plotted at L = 0), demonstrating the need for a reliable alternative. Conversely, 
L100 is defined in 85% of cases, highlighting that it can fulfill this need. A L100 value below L = 3 represents 2% 
of the cases (only three events fall below L = 2 ± 0.25). Ninety-five percents are between 3.25 < L < 5.75 and 
50% identifications occur between 4.25 < L < 5.25, with a quite flat distribution. L100 data reaches 5.5 ± 0.25 
commonly in 18% of cases and up to L = 6 ± 0.25 in 5% of cases, associated with quiet times, which confirms 
the influence of the plasmasphere (through the hiss power contained in it) far inside the outer radiation belt (e.g., 
Ripoll et al., 2019; Ripoll, Denton, Hartley, et al., 2020).

Figure 2e provides MLT distributions. The gradient method finds apparently more plasmapause crossings where 
erosion is strongest (night/dawn) and less where extended or diluted plasmasphere occurs due to expansion and 
plume dynamics (noon/dusk), which confirms a bias of the gradient method in favor of the night/dawn side. 
Statistics, which are limited to data for which both Lpp and L100 are defined, show similar behavior in L-shell 
and MLT (Figures 2d and 2e). On the contrary, statistics restricted to data for which L100 is defined but Lpp is 
not defined show the threshold method offers a boundary peaked at rather high L-shell and on the dusk side. 
Figures 2d and 2e generated from EMFISIS data show similar behaviors (see Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting 
Information S1). Therefore, the 100 cm −3 outer edge of the plasmasphere encompasses (or approximates) the 
plasmapause when it exists, provides an L-shell limit in the dusk for the diluted plasmasphere, and avoids the 
statistical bias on the night/dawn side of the gradient method.

3.3. Distributions With Respect to Geomagnetic Conditions

Figure 2f and Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1 show the number of L100 locations for a given geomagnetic 
index (EFW data). Undetermined L100 locations are also shown (blue). For bins where Dst > −55, AE < 750, and 
Kp < 5.5 we have over 100 L values, indicating that statistics are adequate. Bins with below 10 cases are consid-
ered under resolved, namely Kp > 6.5, Dst < −110, and AE > 1,100. Figure 2g shows how the distributions of 
L100 reaches lower L-shells as Kp* increases, with always a large spread over L-shell of ∼2 L for a given Kp* bin 
(see full distribution in Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1).
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3.4. Width of the Plasmasphere Outer Edge

We compute the L-shell variation between 120 and 80  cm −3, defining a boundary width, W  =  L(ne  =   
120 cm −3) − L(ne = 80 cm −3) (EFW data), with results shown in Figures 2k and 2l. We find either a minimal 
width (W ∼ 0.1 L) indicative of sharp gradients, or a diluted boundary layer (of various width) depending on 
MLT. Sharp gradients occur predominantly on the night side and during active times (shown at MLT = 2 in 
Figure 2l). As activity increases, the compression of the magnetosphere closes the magnetospheric flow closer 
to the Earth on the night side, which sharply cuts off the outer plasmasphere. The distribution is very different 
on the dayside in the afternoon sector (shown at MLT = 18 in Figure 2k), often wider, with a distribution spread 
over various widths for any Kp index. This is due to the diluted expansion of the plasmasphere at large L-shell for 
low Kp as well as to ionospheric outflows, sunward expulsion of plasmaspheric electrons, and plume formation 
at higher Kp index (e.g., Borovsky & Denton, 2008; Krall et al., 2018).

4. New Plasmasphere Boundary Models for Earth's Radiation Belt Physics
We present in Figure 3 new empirical models of the mean and standard deviation of the 100 cm −3 outer edge of 
the plasmasphere, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴100 , according to geomagnetic indices, with MLT dependence (right) and without (left) (EFW 
data). Mean and standard deviation allow for uncertainty quantification of radiation belt simulation (Camporeale 
et al., 2016).

Figure 3 (center, left) also shows further comparison of the EFW and the EMFISIS L100 value (red line) for vari-
ous Kp. The agreement between both is excellent with a difference by 0.1–0.2 L for Kp < 4. The largest difference 
can reach 0.3 L for some Kp bins, such as for Kp = 5 and Kp = 6.5, within the standard deviation.

The standard deviation is ∼±0.5  L and minimal for quiet times (defined here by Kp  <  2, AE  <  300, and 
Dst > −50). The standard deviation increases with geomagnetic activity, up to ∼±1 L. There is a large variability 
with geomagnetic activity, also indicating the complexity in describing the plasmasphere boundary with a single 
index.

Figure 3 (right column) shows MLT-dependent statistical laws with respect to each starred geomagnetic index 
(defined as the maximum for Kp and AE and the minimum for Dst over the previous 24 hr). Using starred indices 
shifts the distribution toward higher Kp or AE or more negative Dst (dots in Figure 3). The mean and median L 
values versus Dst* are very close to each other so that only the mean is provided. L100 becomes MLT-dependent 
for Dst* < −20, AE* > 600, and Kp* > 3, which justifies keeping the MLT dependence in the new models. 
Comparing with Figure 1, this occurs for higher activity due to the use of Dst* instead of Dst. The strong asym-
metry due to plume dynamics during strong storms is apparent for Dst* < −100, AE* > 1,200, and Kp* > 6. Data 
and fits for Dst* < −120, AE* > 1,400, and Kp* > 6.5 are statistically under-resolved.

A linear dependence 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴100∕pp = 𝑏𝑏 − 𝑎𝑎Kp∗ is apparent in Figure  3 (center), in agreement with O’Brien and 
Moldwin  (2003). We find a  =  (0.36/0.38/0.31/0.25/0.34) and b  =  (5.62/5.57/5.59/5.48/5.51) for L100 and 
a  =  (0.34/0.41/0.34/0.21/0.38) and b  =  (5.63/5.62/5.48/5.27/5.47) for Lpp (gradient method) at centered 
MLT = (00/06/12/18/All) for Kp* ≤ 6 (EFW data). Using EMFISIS data and the gradient method for all MLT, we 
recover the fit of the CA92 model, itself generated from density gradients observed with ISEE (range 0–15 MLT): 
Lpp = 5.60–0.46 Kp*. This may be fortuitous as the CA92 MLT range is partial but seemingly demonstrates the 
practical reliability of this Lpp model.

For AE and Dst indices, we recommend directly using the mean and standard deviation values of Figure 3 (avail-
able in Thaller and Ripoll (2022)). These MLT-dependent laws can be directly used in current radiation belt codes 
in order to better account for the plasmasphere asymmetry and more accurately separate hiss from chorus.

5. Comparison of Empirical Models With Observations
We compare both the Kp* MLT-dependent L100 model described above and the Lpp from CA92 with the L100 EFW 
observations (Figures 4a and 4b), providing their respective normalized difference, ND = (�100 − �modelorCA92)∕�100 
(Figures  4c and  4d). This is shown for years 2012–2016 (see Figure S5 in Supporting Information  S1 for 
2016–2019). A slight upwards shift is visible, along with more fluctuations, for the CA92 model. The distribution 
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of the difference (normalized in % of data), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = (𝐿𝐿100 − 𝐿𝐿model or CA92) shows the new model is centered at D ∼ 0 L 
while CA92 is indeed shifted by ∼+0.1 L (Figure 4e) for all Kp. For individual increasing Kp*, the shift in differ-
ence increases toward larger positive differences (Figures 4f and 4g). Wider difference bins of good (|D| ≤ 0.1 L) 
and poor (|D| ≥ 0.1 L) accuracy shows the increasing difference of CA92 from the L100 data as Kp* increases, 
while the new model stays more centered around D = 0L (Figure 4h).

The normalized difference (𝐴𝐴 ND ) spread is plotted versus the L100 data and is lower for the new model (Figure 4i) 
compared with CA92 in Figure 4j. The CA92 difference is positive in 72% of the cases with difference increasing 

Figure 3. Empirical models of the 100 cm −3 plasmasphere outer edge (left) averaged over magnetic local time (MLT) and 
(right) for 4 MLT sectors as a function of geomagnetic activity; (top) Dst and Dst*, (center) Kp and Kp*, and (bottom) AE 
and AE* with (dots) all values, (blue or pink lines) the Electric Field and Waves mean, (red line) the Electric and Magnetic 
Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science mean, and the standard deviation (bars).
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Figure 4. (a) Kp*-magnetic local time-dependent model of Section 4 and (b) CA92 model are compared with L100 (Electric Field and Waves) data, with (c and d) their 
respective normalized difference. The distribution (in %) of the difference D (in L) for (e) all and (f and g) some Kp* bins. (h) Distribution reduced to three large bins of 
D (in L) versus Kp* bins. Normalized difference spread versus L100 colored by Kp* for (i) this and (j) CA92 models and (k) their difference.
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with L-shell and Kp* increasing, up to 𝐴𝐴 ND  ∼ +0.6 (Figure 4j). Conversely, the CA92 difference is negative 
for 28% of the cases, with larger differences at small Kp*. Computing the normalized difference between both 
models in Figure 4k shows the new model performs similarly to CA92 at low Kp* and high L (due to comparable 
b values). However, they depart from each other with L decreasing and Kp* increasing, with the new model closer 
to the L100 observations. We suggest the high b value of CA92 (also found for the gradient applied to EMFISIS 
data) can come from gradients occurring in the very low density fluctuating regions (ne ∼ <10–30 cm −3) as 
∼0.9% of L100 versus 9% Lpp are found for ne ≤ 30 cm −3 in Figure 2c (EMFISIS data). This can statistically push 
the Lpp to higher L and could compensate the lack of dusk side statistics (15–24 MLT) in the CA92 model.

Differences can be caused by the absence of MLT dependence in CA92 and the general bias of the gradient 
method of CA92 for the night side and active times (cf. Section 3). Geomagnetic conditions are also different 
since Van Allen Probes data were collected under relatively quiet conditions. Finally, the large density variability 
(some due to the MLT-dependence above Kp* ∼ 2) causes regular departure from any mean model.

6. Summary and Conclusions
We statistically study the Earth's plasmasphere boundaries through the plasmapause location defined by a gradi-
ent at Lpp and the 100 cm −3 threshold for the plasmasphere dense outer edge at L100 using both EFW spacecraft 
floating potential and EMFISIS fUHR cold electron plasma densities.

Direct comparison of L100 and Lpp when both are defined shows 53% of differences are within [−0.1 L, 0.1 L], 
69% within [−0.2 L, 0.2 L], 77% within [−0.3 L, 0.3 L], and 86% within [−0.5 L, 0.5 L]. The density difference 
at L100 and Lpp is ±100 cm −3 for 75% of cases. Normalized by Lpp, a difference of (±50%, ±100%, ±200%) repre-
sents (37%, 82%, 93%) of cases. Thus, the L100 location encompasses (or approximates) the plasmapause when 
a gradient exists. When a gradient is not defined (47% of cases), L100 reliably provides an L-shell limit (∼85% 
of cases). This is particularly evident in the dusk region and for an extended plasmasphere, where L100 is more 
readily determined than Lpp, therefore avoiding a statistical bias on the night/dawn side, and permits the reliable 
separation between hiss and chorus in radiation belt models. These results confirm Carpenter's knee occurs in 
the vicinity of ∼100 cm −3, and supports a labeling of the outer edge of the plasmasphere at ∼100 cm −3 as the 
plasmapause.

Daily observations show a great expansion of the plasmasphere, with L100 data reaching L = 5.5 ± 0.25 commonly 
(18% of data) and up to L = 6 ± 0.25 (5%), which confirms the influence of the plasmasphere (through the hiss 
power contained within) far inside the outer radiation belt.

The L100 location becomes MLT-dependent for Dst* < −20, AE* > 600, and Kp* > 3, which justifies keeping the 
MLT dependence in the new models. The L100 standard deviation varies from ∼±0.5 L for quiet times (Kp < 2, 
AE < 300, and Dst > −50) up to ∼±1 L for active times. The width of the plasmasphere edge is generally small 
(sharp gradient) on the night side for non-quiet times and a wide boundary layer in the afternoon sector for any Kp.

Statistics are used to create a new generation of empirical plasmapause models with respect to L-shell, MLT, and 
geomagnetic indices, with a mean value and a standard deviation for uncertainty quantification. They are made 
to better organize the whistler-mode waves inside and outside of the plasmasphere, drastically influencing the 
accuracy of now- and forecasting of space weather codes.

New linear dependences 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴100∕pp = 𝑏𝑏 − 𝑎𝑎Kp∗ have been generated. Using EMFISIS data and the gradient method, 
we recover the Carpenter and Anderson (1992) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴pp model (CA92), showing the practical reliability of this model. 
However, direct comparisons of the new L100 fits, the CA92 model, and L100 observations show the dense plas-
masphere expands farther out than what predicted from the CA92 model. Departure of the CA92 model from 
the L100 data increases as Kp* increases and L-shell decreases, while the new fits perform better. Storm-induced 
erosions are not as deep as predicted by the CA92 model. Consequently, past radiation belt simulations using the 
CA92 model can have chorus waves misplaced too deep in L-shell, possibly overestimating local acceleration and 
underestimating electron scattering by hiss waves.

Future parametrization of the Earth's plasmasphere boundaries should cumulate more indices and their history 
to better reproduce the large variability observed within a single fixed index bin, which will be reachable using 
machine learning techniques.
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Data Availability Statement
Van Allen Probes A EMFISIS data are available at https://doi.org/10.48322/c4ha-xj50. Van Allen Probes B 
EMFISIS data are available at https://doi.org/10.48322/c6s1-wg66. Van Allen Probes wave data used in this 
work are also available from the EFW and EMFISIS team websites (which one can find at http://rbspgway.jhuapl.
edu). The plasmapause empirical models (made of the mean and standard deviation of all panels of Figure 4) 
are provided through text files which can be downloaded in the link of Thaller and Ripoll (2022). Figures and 
files for Figure 3 (left) with respect to non-starred indices are also provided for Van Allen Probes B as well as 
statistics and laws generated from Van Allen Probes A measurements (October 2012–April 2016) (Thaller & 
Ripoll, 2022).
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